
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

 

GENERALLY 

This website https://www.sigmafreight.gr/ (hereinafter referred to as "Website") 
belongs to the company with the name "SigmaFreight" and the distinctive title " 
SIGMA FREIGHT P.C." based in Athens (15 Pentelis Street, 121 32, Peristeri), 
(hereinafter for the sake of brevity "the Company"). 

The use of the web pages and services of the Website by the visitor / user 
presupposes his unconditional agreement with these terms of use, which apply to all 
content, pages, graphics, images, photos and files included in the Website 
(hereinafter referred to as "the Terms of Use"). Therefore, the visitor / user must 
carefully read the Terms of Use before using its services and, if he does not agree, 
must not use the services and the content of the Website. 

The Company reserves the right to unilaterally modify the Terms of Use and any 
integral part thereof, at any time without notice. The Company will post the current 
version of the Terms of Use, in order to inform the visitor / user. The visitor / user is 
kindly requested to check the content of the specific pages at regular intervals for 
possible changes. The continued use of the pages and / or services of the Website 
even after any changes means the unconditional acceptance by the visitor / user of 
the modified Terms of Use. 

An integral and binding part of these Terms of Use is the PERSONAL DATA 
PROTECTION POLICY, as set forth on the Website. 

INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Apart from the explicitly mentioned exceptions (copyrights of third parties, partners 
and institutions), the Website includes content that is the intellectual property of the 
Company, which is also the administrator of the Website and is protected by the 
relevant provisions of Greek and European law, as well as related international 
conventions. This content includes, without limitation, texts, images, drawings, 
graphics, videos, software applications and services provided, as well as logos, brand 
names, trademarks and attributes belonging to the administrator and / or the 
persons mentioned on the Website as owners of relevant rights, which are always 
protected in accordance with current industrial and intellectual property legislation. 

LICENSE 

The Company encourages the private use of the content of the Website for personal 
information, as well as the use for educational or research purposes. Use within a 
business or service or organization is not a private use. For educational or research 
purposes only the reproduction or storage of individual pages or data is allowed, 
provided that their indication of origin from the Website and the mention of the 
names of the authors (if they appear on the Website), and provided that they are not 
affected in no way the relevant industrial and intellectual property rights. However, 
visitors / users should be aware that certain files or data may be the intellectual 



property of third parties (partners, organizations, companies, etc.), and may not be 
used without the permission of these third parties (which may be are indicated in 
the relevant indication of the Website). 

It is strictly forbidden to store, reproduce, republish, transmit or distribute any part 
of the content of the Website for commercial purposes or for any other use that does 
not fall under the above paragraph. 

It is strictly forbidden to store, reproduce, republish, transmit or distribute 
registered trademarks or service marks of the Company, as well as trademarks of 
collaborating bodies that appear on the Website. 

RESPONSIBLE VISITOR / USER 

The use of the Website must be done exclusively for legal purposes and in a way that 
does not restrict or impede its use by third parties. The visitor / user must comply 
with the rules and provisions of applicable Greek, European and international law 
and is obliged to use the Website in accordance with the law, good manners and 
these Terms of Use. The visitor / user is obliged to refrain from any illegal and 
abusive behavior during its use and in relation to it, and assumes responsibility for 
any damage caused to the Company and / or third party by misuse or improper use 
of the Website and / or related services. offered through it. 

USE OF LINKS TO THIRD PARTY WEBSITES (LINKS) 

The Website may contain references to third party websites and / or may now or in 
the future provide access to third party websites through links, "links", hyperlinks 
and / or banner ads, made by other individuals and organizations. 

These references are provided to serve the users and to provide them with 
additional useful information and the use of these links will be the sole 
responsibility of the visitor / user of the Website while the respective websites will 
be subject to their own terms of use, for which the Company has no responsibility 
and no connection. 

The Company assumes no responsibility and does not guarantee in any case for the 
content, the privacy policy, the correctness, legality, completeness, timeliness and / 
or accuracy or quality of services and the security of other websites that 
interconnect with the Website through such links, nor for the servers (servers) 
through which the Website and other websites are made available to the visitor / 
user. The Company is not responsible for errors or malfunctions of third party 
websites, as well as for any damage to visitors / users from the access and use of the 
information, services and products provided through them. 

WEBSITE VALIDITY - LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

The Company makes every effort to ensure that all content and information 
displayed on the Website are characterized, as accurately as possible, by accuracy, 
clarity, correctness, completeness, timeliness and availability, however it does not 
guarantee that the pages, services, options and contents will be provided without 
interruption and without errors, and that errors will be corrected. Also, the 
Company does not guarantee that it or any other related website or the servers 
("servers"), through which they are placed on the visitor / user, are provided 



without "viruses" or other harmful components. The Company does not guarantee in 
any case the correctness, completeness or availability of the contents, pages, 
services, options or their results. The Company is not responsible for any kind of 
damage suffered by the visitor / user of the pages, services, options and contents of 
the Website which he proceeds on his own initiative and with the knowledge of the 
Terms of Use. 

Every visitor / user must take all appropriate security measures (eg virus protection 
programs, etc.) before any "loading" from the Website. The cost of any corrections or 
repairs is borne by the visitor / user of the Company who is not liable for any 
liability or charge. The visitor / user is responsible for accessing the services of the 
Website and the relevant access may require the payment of fees to third parties (eg 
internet service providers, charge for time spent on the internet). The visitor / user 
is solely responsible for paying the relevant fees. Also, the visitor / user is solely 
responsible for his personal equipment with the necessary technological means that 
allow him to access the services of the Website. 

OTHER TERMS / APPLICABLE LAW 

Any provision of the Terms of Use becomes contrary to law, automatically ceases to 
apply, without in any way affecting the validity of the other terms. 

This constitutes the entire binding agreement between the Company and the visitor 
/ user of the Website and its services. 

No modification of the Terms of Use will be considered and will not form part of this 
agreement, unless expressly stated in writing and incorporated into these Terms of 
Use. 

These Terms of Use, as well as any modification thereof, are governed by and 
construed in accordance with Greek law, European Union law and relevant 
international treaties. 

 


